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Litepaper | StellarKing: The 
play-to-earn battle royale game 
of the Metaverse

StellarKing is a play-to-earn video game project started in November 2021. This 
project involves a team of experts and aims to create the battle royale game of the 
Metaverse.

Concept
The concept of the game is to own spaceships and use it explore planets, collect 
resources to upgrade and fight against other players in epic battle royales in a space 
environment! By winning battles, the players earn rewards in the form of Stellarium 
tokens.

Every player owns a mothership in the game that contains every other asset of the 
game. Inside that mothership, players have their battleships, resources, boosters 
and everything they own in the game. The mothership is also the marketplace of the 
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player! Meaning players decide to put resources and battleships on sale for other 
players to buy it with Stellarium, the token of our game.

The motherships are customisable NFTs that the player can decide to sell. The value 
of that mothership depends on what is inside (the battleships and the resources).

The battleships can be NFTs bought by the players or the default spaceships of the 
game. 
The players don’t need to buy anything to start playing! The motherships are 
generated for free when the player starts the game and the battleships are either the 
default free version or NFTs that the players can purchase.

The utilities of the NFT battleships are to play with a unique look and get boosted 
rewards in the game!

The players are all ranked and divided into 5 leagues. The rank increases as the 
player wins battles.

So to earn rewards, the players can:

sell their mothership NFT or their battleship NFTs

sell resources they collected to other players

win battle royales

win the coronation, which is a tournament organised by the team where the top 
30 players with the highest rank battle to crown the king. This event takes place 
every month and is live streamed

In the future, other game modes may be added to the game. This is still under 
consideration but the additional game modes we have in mind are:

Endless mode: you are in space with your battleship (alone or with your friends) 
and have to survive waves of alien enemies. The difficulty increases as you 
survive more rounds. We will keep track of the rounds that players survive and 
make a general leaderboard
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Team Fight mode: you can create a team with your friends and battle against 
other teams

This image is taken from the game Stellaris on Steam. This is how we plan to make the planets 
exploration gameplay 

This is how the battles will look like. A third-person view of the battleship that you pilot and you can 
shoot other players
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Roadmap
The first step of the project, the one we are currently in, is to release NFTs to fund 
the game development.

After the sale, we immediately start the game development and the first IDO of our 
token. This IDO will only be accessible to people who own one of our NFTs.

Then, we release other collections of NFTs to sustain the hype around the project 
and give a chance to more people to have one. It will also bring more diversity in the 
game with spaceships of many different styles.

For each collection, we will make an IDO cycle. Like the first IDO, all the IDOs will 
only be accessible to people who own an NFT.

Before the game launch and after the IDO cycles, we will publicly release the token 
so everyone can buy it and invest in the project. 

This is the view of a battleship inside the mothership. That’s the view you have when you are 
upgrading your battleship
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We estimate the game development to 6-8 months which gives us time to grow the 
community and release everything we want and need to release. When the game is 
released, we will organise events where the players can earn higher rewards than 
usual which will be streamed on Twitch. 

At every step of the roadmap, we have a marketing strategy that involves social 
media, community management, influencers, ads, press releases and all sorts of 
promotion. At every step of the roadmap, our community who supports us will be 
rewarded with perks and free giveaways.

NFT
We will release several collections of 2000 NFTs to have 10,000 NFTs in total.

It will be on the Polygon blockchain. It is a layer-2 blockchain of Ethereum which 
means it runs on top of the Ethereum blockchain so we benefit from using Ethereum 
(we get security and robustness) but, as we are not directly on Ethereum, we don’t 
have the high gas fees.

There will be a royalty-fee when people sell their NFTs. This royalty fee won’t be 
used by the team and it will instead be used for the rewards in the game.

We will first release 2000 NFTs and all the funds raised by selling NFTs will be used 
to fund the development of the game. The funds collected with the other collections 
will be used for additional development costs, maintenance costs, design and 
marketing. 

Every collection of NFTs that will be released before the game launch will all have a 
different style and shape so that in the game it looks like we have spaceships from 
all over the galaxy. 

They will also sustain the hype people have in the project and grow the community. 
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They will also be used to reward people who help and support us and for people to 
invest in the project. 

Resource Packs

Players can purchase packs containing game resources and boosters in the form of 
NFTs. There will be weekly airdrops for these packs for the community. Depending 
on the activity level of the player in the Discord server, the player can enter 
giveaways for more rare packs. Common packs airdrops are accessible to everyone 
but rare packs airdrops are only accessible to people with a high level of activity.

Resource packs also contain customisation elements for the player’s mothership.

The players can also purchase a VIP Pass that allows them to get a free pack every 
week, month or twice per month. The more months you stay subscribed, the more 
chances VIPs have to get a rare pack airdropped.  
VIPs also get access to exclusive areas in the game and more planets to explore to 
collect resources.

Token - Stellarium

The Stellarium token will be used to give rewards in the game and for all the other 
transactions.

When players win battles, they will get rewards in the form of Stellarium tokens. The 
amount of tokens will depend on the number of active players. This is how the 
amount will be decided:

1. A part of the total supply of our token will be allocated to the rewards (around 
40%)

2. A fixed part of that supply is allocated for the rewards distributed in 1 year
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3. During the year, the rewards will be distributed for players who win battles. An 
algorithm will adjust the amount of tokens given in rewards depending on what 
was given the previous day. If a lot of rewards were given the previous day, then 
the algorithm will adjust and give less rewards the next day (with a limit, it can’t 
go too low) so that we make sure we don’t run out of tokens before the end of 
the way. Similarly, if not a lot of rewards were given away the previous day, the 
algorithm will adjust the amount of tokens to give more rewards!

The goal of that mechanism is to make sure rewards are always fair. With that 
mechanism, rewards can’t go too low and when not a lot of players are active, the 
rewards increase to reward the active players.

As mentioned in the concept part, the game will have a marketplace feature where 
everyone can sell their resources, battleships or motherships. The currency of 
transaction made in that marketplace will be the Stellarium, our token.

A part of the supply will be allocated to the IDOs (around 10%), the team and the 
rest will be for the reserve and everyone can buy them.

The tokens that are purchased during the IDOs won’t be accessible immediately, 
they will be vested which means they will be locked and released progressively 
every day over a fixed period. However, investors can stake their tokens to get daily 
rewards which will be accessible. They can choose to reinvest the rewards, hold or 
sell it.

A part of the total supply will be allocated to the rewards players get in the game, 
around 40%.

When people sell their NFT, we take a 5% tax that will be used to purchase tokens. 
These tokens will be added to the reward pool and distributed to players in the game 
in the form of rewards

A tax will be taken when tokens are bought or sold. This fee will be used to pay the 
team, the marketing, the development and the maintenance costs of the game.
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The complete Tokenomics will be released after the first NFT sale.

Team
Anthony: Blockchain Developer and Founder - 6 years of experience in software 
development

Vira: Concept Artist - +10 years of experience in concept art and drawing

Andrey: 3D artist - Worked on 150+ projects - both for companies and private 
customers since 2013

Kenny Crow and team : Community Management / Marketing - Managed 
communities of several crypto projects

Links
Twitter: https://twitter.com/StellarKing_

Discord: https://discord.gg/NXj4zv27QY

Website: https://stellarking.co/

Check out our video teaser here: 
https://twitter.com/StellarKing_/status/1492921519961513992

https://twitter.com/StellarKing_
https://t.co/35ybT3q6vy
https://stellarking.co/
https://twitter.com/StellarKing_/status/1492921519961513992

